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Abstract

Carbon Nanotubes, CNTs, are currently the topic of an ever-increasing number of
publications. Of the new device applications, sensors may be one of the earliest
commercial successes although it is obvious that many devices with a variety of
applications will emerge. Sensors, in general, do not demand an exact replication
of electronic properties but rather a stable differential property with and without
the measurand. This work describes the CNT and its origin with an emphasis on
CNT use in the development of devices like sensors. Direct incorporation into
structures, addition of reactive and passivation layers to tailor reactivity and properties, and CNT use as a template of nano-dimensions is discussed. Early results
suffer from the lack of control experiments which cloud interpretations and hinder our understanding of the mechanisms of CNT device response. However, the
promise of single molecule detection, ultra low power and size, and a new sensor
platform with a potentially broad applicability in gases and liquids will encourage
rapid progress in the use of CNT nanotechnology.
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10.1

Introduction

Nanoscience and nanotechnology have created a great deal of excitement, activity,
promise and expectation in the past few years. The immense academic interest
has resulted in many publications and patents. Commercial interest has stimulated
activities to produce practical nanomaterials and nanodevices, including sensors.
This review discusses nanotechnology and sensors with an emphasis on carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and chemical and biochemical sensors made from carbon nanotubes.
In general, the literature on nanostructures, nanotubes, CNTs and sensor applications is growing exponentially. The literature on nanotubes for all applications
is exploding and, like most new technologies, much of the growth has been first
in the scientific and engineering novelties and later in more applied studies and
ultimately realistic applications. There have been a number of reviews of the electrical and mechanical properties of CNTs and their preparation [1±6].
A recent report states that the global market for nanotubes in 2002 reached *$12
million. This market is predicted to grow exponentially over the next 3 years, reaching perhaps $700 million in 2005 [7]. Current commercial applications for CNTs include conductive polymers, advanced composites, fibers and displays. Industries already utilizing these applications include automotive, aerospace, household appliances, sporting goods, telecommunications equipment and medical products. Some
of the interesting products include tennis racquets, fishing rods, soil-resistant fabric
for pants, sun-block lotions and creams and heat shields for the space shuttle. CNTs
are also seen as a potential foundation for a new generation of high-performance
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integrated electronic devices that will allow the electronics industry to keep Moore's
law alive for another two decades. Because of their stability, high current capacity
and low emission threshold, CNTs are expected to have application as field emission
tips for flat panel displays, lamps, X-ray sources and microwave generators. Because
of their large surface area, chemical stability, high electrical conductivity and high
strength, CNTs are expected to be used in electrochemical devices including batteries, supercapacitors, fuel cells and hydrogen storage cells [8]. For some recent emphasis on nanotechnology, we need only note that the US National Nanotechnology
Initiative (US NNI) [9] claims to be the first fundamental science-driven initiative
announced by a US President and resulted in $470 million in funding in the
USA in 2000 and will be $847 million in the President's 2004 budget. Other countries have similar initiatives and the US National Science Foundation (NSF) has predicted a $1 trillion market in 2015 for nanotechnology! In the past few years, worldwide industry has become a strong supporter of nanotechnology and we are beginning to see its potential for broader societal impacts.
However, the old approaches to catalysts and polymers were `nanotechnologies'
in the sense that the chemistry of tiny particles and large molecules has typical dimensions in nanometers, just as the first useful polymers were biopolymers. So
is `nanotechnology' new or old? Is it special or the same stuff with a new and
catchy name? The answer is that both viewpoints contain some truth. In one
sense, we look at the mature nanotechnologies and see them as improvements
that were made years ago, processes that resulted in great adsorbents or catalysts,
but we could not measure why. Today we see the new structures and materials
under the scanning electron microscope (SEM) and examine the carbon nanotube
knowing where every atom is placed. In fact, we always stand on the shoulders of
those scientists and engineers who went before us. We have only recently been
able to `see' clearly the nanoworld, enabled by the improvements in SEM and
transmission electron microscope (TEM) instrumentation and the invention of the
atomic force microscope (AFM) and related techniques. New materials and methods of fabrication such as fullerenes and even the nanotubes themselves preceded
the term `nanotechnology', but working with them at atomistic dimensions and
utilizing their quantum properties is indeed new. Tab. 10.1 provides a possible
clarification of the `new' and `old' nanomaterials.

Tab. 10.1 Comparison of some new and old `nanomaterials'

Old

New

Carbon black
Fused silica
Aerogels, polymers
TiO2 and powders
Molecular sieves
Nanocrystalline SnO2 sensor
Improvements

Carbon nanotubes
Quantum dots
Molecular wires
Thin films
SWCNT sensors
Unprecedented properties
Disruptive technology
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So what is next? Is there a lesson or useful observation here? Perhaps two.
First, a product such as the SnO2 nanocrystalline sensor did not wait for the `invention' of nanotechnology or the `declaration' of its arrival! Successful products
are always `outside-in' driven, and this means that they are developed from technology but are pulled through by the market. We do not need to see what unique
structures our process produces to use it, but we do learn to control a process and
a structure so it becomes useful. The same will be true for nanotechnology. Experiments and research will lead to more technology and a broader base from
which to pull products to the market, but the unique new sensor products will be
pulled through by outside influences and demands even if the base technology is
not well understood and it may take many more years to understand and unravel
its many mysteries completely.
The second observation is that perhaps a useful distinction between new and
old nanotechnology comes in the form of differentiating between incremental and
revolutionary improvements. Revolutionary developments cause a paradigm shift
in thinking and ultimately in societal behavior. The current use of nanomaterials
allows us to explore the limiting behavior of macroscopic systems as the characteristic dimensions are reduced into the nanometer regime, where typical dimensions are 1±100 nm. As the dimensions are reduced, the usual bulk behavior of
materials disappears and new phenomena appear, often providing advantages for
attaining engineering goals. The recent focus on and funding for `nanotechnology'
has led to unique materials, new processes and novel structures that enable us to
reach into uncharted territory in both fundamental and applied research areas.
The truly new tools and research are examining `nano' particles and structures
from the ground up, atom by atom, and not as the result of a somewhat blind
process as may have been true in the `old' nanotechnology.
The new nanostructures are of substantial interest academically and technologically. Recent CNT publications have discussed the preparation, characterization,
functionalization, manipulation and applications in fibers, fabrics and electronic
and optical devices including sensors. Since sensing depends on a differential response, i.e. the difference in the response with and without analyte, we predict
that applications in chemical and biochemical sensing will be realized sooner
than applications such as transistors where exact control of the absolute properties of each CNT may be demanded. In the near future, the CNT will touch all
manner of chemical and biochemical sensing.
We present here a brief introduction to the CNT, the structures themselves,
their properties and devices with special attention paid to the characteristics that
will yield practical applications. Then we discuss some of the fundamental electronic structures made from CNTs and the application of the structures to make
devices, sensors and particularly chemical and biochemical sensors.

10.2 Structure and Properties of CNTs

Fig. 10.1 Formation of a single-walled CNT structure. Roll the
graphene sheet on an axis a or z to form a tube. CNT properties depend on chiral vector (na1 + ma2) and chiral angle h.
Tube length is perpendicular to the roll axis. When rolled on
the axis where h = 30 8, an armchair structure results

10.2

Structure and Properties of CNTs
10.2.1

Structure

CNTs are rolled sheets of graphene, a cylindrical fullerene. The formation of a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) is illustrated in Fig. 10.1. The armchair and
the zigzag CNTs result from rolling the graphene on an axis with a chiral angle
of 30 8 or 0 8, respectively. The CNTs grown from metal catalysts are normally
open at the ends because the catalyst particle is located at the end. CNTs can be
closed at the ends but this requires the inclusion of five-membered rings in
which each carbon atom is connected to one five- and two six-membered rings,
the buckeyball structure, as shown in Fig. 10.2. The CNT structure is unique because each CNT is a single molecule with an exactly known conformation of each
atom in the structure. The rolled graphene sheet can be described by the chiral

Fig. 10.2 Fullerene CNT structures
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vector C that connects two crystallographically equivalent sites and is expressed as
the sum of two unit vectors, a1 and a2, such that C = ma1 + na2. The values of n
and m determine the diameter, D, and the chiral angle, h, of the tube [10 a]:
D  31=2 =pdCC n2  m2  nm1=2

1

m=31=2 n  mg

2

h  arctanf n

The observed electrical and spectroscopic properties depend upon (n,m) or equivalently on the nanotube diameter and chiral angle. Nanotubes typically have diameters from 1 to 100 nm and lengths up to hundreds of micrometers have been reported [10 b].
The CNT structure can be altered dramatically by defects and the physical
change that is observed when the six-membered ring pattern is interrupted is illustrated in Fig. 10.3. A regular insertion of five-membered rings such that each
carbon atom is a member of one five- and two six-membered rings result in closure. The buckeyball shape, as mentioned above, and CNT endcaps formed in this
way. Insertion of a seven-membered ring defect results in divergence of the structure and these have not been observed experimentally but can indeed be envisioned. The inclusion of a C7 + C5 defect has also been postulated. Other defects
of carbon are possible and there are a host of impurities in the current structures
and nearby surroundings. Nanotubes have also been made from other materials
such as BN and zinc oxide, leading to speculation about nanotubes, dopants and
other defects that are important in sensor design and performance.
Since the structure determines the properties to a large extent, efforts have been
made to synthesize all types of nanotubes and some examples are given in Fig. 10.4,
taken from various websites as indicated. Illustrated are tubes with single walls
(SWCNTs), multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) that are comprised of concentrically nested SWCNTs and CNTs with endcaps and fillings (nanotestubes). Addi-

Fig. 10.3 CNT structures and defects
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Fig. 10.4 Examples of different types of nanotubes

tional structures, including nanoropes, consisting of numerous intertwined
SWCNTs, nanohorns, nanofibers and torroids and cones, have also been observed.
The use of different conditions for the nanotube synthesis leads to different tube
structures and different physical properties. The diameters of the SWCNTs are typically from 0.4 to *5 nm, whereas the MWCNT have diameters from *1.5 to
100 nm or more [8].
MWCNTs have received less attention than SWCNTs since they are more complex and each carbon shell may have different electronic properties and chirality
and there are interactions between the shells. One of the ongoing challenges in
the fabrication of CNTs is the difficulty of growing them in the desired location
with well-defined properties, including diameters, chirality, purity and defects.
10.2.2

Properties

Because of their new and interesting properties, CNTs have become a topic of increasing interest. The properties can be isolated into two camps: (1) those that are
theoretically calculated which illustrate the possibilities for CNTs as materials and
(2) those that have been measured or in some way experimentally verified. Currently
there is a gap between the two camps, probably due in large measure to the large
variety of CNT structures and to inadequate controls in the fabrication procedures.
Although we believe it very important to be aware of both camps, in our discussions
of sensors we will tend to emphasize the experimentally verified properties as chemical and biochemical sensors are truly experimental systems with a straightforward
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purpose. The theoretical predictions are very important since they provide a guide for
experimental results in areas in which the experiments are difficult.
Of all the structures of molecules, CNTs are one of the few that are known precisely at the atomic level, where each atom is located and held in place. This is in
contrast to the free structures of polymers and proteins for non-rigid systems.
The CNT is analogous to a crystal in its repetitive regularity, although the CNT
may have fewer defects than most three-dimensional crystals. The fact that the
CNT has interesting properties that might be exploited in electrodes in electrochemical reactions, catalyst supports or functionalized templates for molecular wires
that join the chemical and electronic worlds, are an interesting if not compelling
reason to explore uses for CNTs.
The molecular structure of the CNT leads to the prediction of some unique
physical, electrical and chemical properties (see Tab. 10.2). The SWCNT is a onedimensional conductor wherein all of the electrons are confined to move in one
atomic layer. The direction of electrical conduction is normally measured along
the tube and perpendicular to the tube-rolling axis. The conduction electron wavelength around the circumference of a nanotube is quantized due to periodic
boundary conditions and only a discrete number of wavelengths can fit around
the tube. Along the tube, the electrons are not confined. The structure has a
unique aspect ratio, being only *1 nm in diameter but micrometers in length.
Further, all of the atoms in the SWCNT structure are surface atoms, making it a

Tab. 10.2 Properties of Single-wall CNTs [3, 8, 16]

Mechanical
Strength, toughness, flexibility, surface/volume
Composites have a CNT Young's modulus 1 TPa, 5 times that of steel, and tensile strength
45 GPa, 20 times that of steel, a density of 1.4 g/cm3 (Al: 2.7 g/cm3); and a strength/weight ratio 500 times greater than Al, steel and Ti and an order of magnitude greater than graphite/
epoxy
CNTs have reported linear elasticity of up to 5±10%. Concentric MWNTs can expand like a telescope with non-Hooke's law spring forces and rotate
The largest possible surface-to-volume ratio
Chemical
Bonding, reactivity
High chemical stability
Chemical and biological reactivity can be obtained by functionalization; CNTs possess stability
in solvent, acids and bases
Thermal
Insulators, conductors
High temperature stability
Higher stability than graphite and amorphous carbons. Theory predicts thermal conduction is
6000 W/m K (Cu is 400) to 3 kW/mK, which is greater than that of diamond (2 kW/mK)
Electrical
Conductivity
High electronic conductivity
Suitable for microelectronics, can be semiconducting or metallic CNTs with high current-carrying capacity stable at J & 109 A/cm2 (1000 times greater than Cu); suitable for field mission
tips. Can oscillate tips electrostatically
Optical
Absorption, reflectivity
High bandwidth
Smallest of fibers and filters or waveguides appear possible; light affects conductivity, field
emission tip generates x-rays, ir detection/emission possible
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one-dimensional conductor and a single molecule wire, i.e. a molecular wire of
the same size as or smaller than polymers such as DNA. The CNT is much smaller than a biological cell and closer in size to the building blocks of the cell.
Chemically, CNTs are very stable, with covalent carbon bonds and with properties
such as stability that are generally thought of as between those of graphite, which
has sp2 atoms in a 2D plane, and diamond, which has sp3 atoms in a 3D space.
The CNT, and also the fullerenes, are in a third stable (or metastable) form of a carbon lattice structure. The larger the diameter of the CNT, the more the carbon bonds
are planar and sp2 in character. To the extent that the sp2 bond vectors are bent into a
third dimension, the bond character is more like sp3. Hence it is not surprising that
CNTs exhibit electrical and mechanical characteristics between those of graphite and
diamond [11]. Infact we could predict that it is possible to use CNTs as the seed for
the growth of diamond. Unlike in silicon, there are no free bonds in CNTs, except
possibly at the ends of the nanotube, leading to a chemically stable surface which
can be functionalized for chemical or biological sensing, e.g. by plasma activation
[12]. The ends can be terminated with carboxyl groups or futher functionalized
[13, 14]. The `all-surface-atom' structure gives the highest possible ratio of surface
to volume for catalyst, adsorbent or sensor applications. The CNTs are thermally
stable up to *300 8C with a thermal conductivity greater than that of diamond.
CNTs are tough and flexible, having a measured Young's modulus of 0.3±1.5 TPa
(cf. steel, 0.2 TPa). The variability is thought to be due to the different fabrication
procedures [8, 15] and typical values of properties are given in Tab. 10.2.
A slight change in the winding of the hexagons along the axis of the tube can
change the tube from acting as a metal to a large-gap semiconductor. Experimentally, about two-thirds of the SWCNT tubes produced are semiconducting and
one-third are metallic. This result fits with theoretical calculations which conclude
that the behavior of a particular CNT with indices (n, m) would be metallic provided n±m = 3i, where i is zero or an integer and semiconducting otherwise, with
hvF/3D) where vF is
a bandgap Eg that goes inversely with the diameter D, Eg = (4
the Fermi velocity. Bandgaps vary from about 10 meV to 1 eV. Density of states
measurements and spectroscopic measurements on CNTs have verified the features predicted in the theoretical band structure calculations [4]. The armchair
tube with its six-membered ring units in a line (see Fig. 10.2) is a metallic conductor whereas the zigag CNTs are semiconducting. It appears that MWCNTs tend to
behave as metallic conductors [8] or at least to behave in accordance with the expected properties of the outer shell if side-bonded and operated at low bias [5]. On
the other hand, the SWCNTs can be either metallic or semiconducting, as indicated above. The electrical conductivity can be very high [17, 18]. The conduction
is predicted to be ballistic under certain conditions, resulting in a very low resistance and high current-carrying capacity [19, 20].
Although improvements in the fabrication of CNTs appear to be yielding reduced
defect densities and higher conductivity, the defects remain present. In fact, the presence of defects is predicted from theory and can even be used to modulate the conductivity of metallic CNTs [21]. Measured room temperature resistances of the best
recent SWCNT FET structures tend to be about 10 kX or more, which should be
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compared with the corresponding theoretical quantum mechanical resistance for a
1D metallic SWCNT of 6.5 kX. The additional resistance is attributed to the metal±
CNT contact resistance, nonidealities, impurities and finite temperature effects. The
contact resistance can be greater, particularly for semiconducting CNTs, and can
dominate the resistance of the fabricated device. For the semiconducting CNTs,
the CNT±metal contacts are actually Schottky barriers and their properties can have
a major influence on the device behavior [5, 22±24]. Improved procedures for making contacts are needed and are still under development.
CNTs respond to light, not only with a change in conductivity but also by
changing shape [25]. Exposing filament bundles of SWCNTs to visible light causes
them to bend elastically. The light also caused current to be generated and the filaments to move between two electrodes. Calculations of the optical properties
based on an sp3 tight binding approximation have been made [26]. It appears that
the CNTs offer the promise to be both controlled emitters and absorbers of electromagnetic radiation, allowing optical device and sensor possibilities.

10.3

History, Preparation and Cleaning
10.3.1

History

In 1991, Iijima at NEC is credited with the discovery of CNTs with very large lengthto-diameter ratios in carbons made in a carbon arc discharge [27]. However, as with
many great discoveries, there were even earlier reports of carbon filaments of nanometer dimensions from the 1970s [6, 10 a] and of course the discovery of fullerenes
[28] and even an article published in 1978 that apparently described carbon nanotubes as carbon fiber layers on the arc electrodes themselves [29]. Over the ensuing
years, many types of tubes and preparative methods for nanotubes and related structures have been published, and more appear each month.
10.3.2

Methods of Preparation

A variety of methods exist to prepare CNTs with different levels of purity, sizes and
shapes, multi-walled and single-walled geometries. Generally, it has been reported
that multiwall tubes do not require a catalyst to grow and single-walled tubes are
grown using a catalyst, which keeps them uncapped at the ends. Today the catalytic
processes result in a wide variety of chemical purities. Specific impurities are a function of the process and include amorphous carbon, other fullerene structures, organic materials or inorganic materials such as catalyst support and metal.
The current view of the CNT growth process comes from observations. If we disperse a nanoparticulate metal catalyst such as Fe on the surface, then subject it to
900 8C and a source of carbon in a reducing atmosphere, the nanotubes grow like
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grass up from the surface with the tiny metallic nanoparticle on the top of the tube.
When the metal nanoparticle is dissolved with HCl, an open-ended tube results. The
explanation is that the nanoparticle is in a molten state and the source of carbon
saturates the metal with carbon, which then begins to precipitate out. Since the
source of carbon is at the top of the particle, the precipitation occurs at the particle
bottom by the substrate in the form of the nanotube. The nanoparticle is thereby
lifted up or pushed along the surface as the tube is knitted. It has been observed
that the nanoparticle metal catalysts are on the ends of the tubes away from the surface and that the nanotube diameter is a function of the nanoparticle diameter [30].
The earliest arc discharge methods for CNT preparation made many different structures simultaneously such as mats, ropes and tubes [27]. Later, laser ablation methods gave some measure of improvement [31] but the catalytic pyrolysis of hydrocarbons [32] and other CVD methods [33] made vast improvements in the control and
uniformity of the CNTs produced. A typical process requires a catalyst of nanosized
metal particles dispersed on the dielectric surface, a carbon source, temperatures of
about 850±1100 8C, pressure control of each gas, a reducing atmosphere and reaction
times of 5±60 min. With such a process, preferential growth of single-walled, long
carbon nanotubes is observed. Low-pressure methods and rf-PECVD CNT growth
recipes have been reported [34].
Pulsed laser and arc discharge techniques [35], CVD on doped Si-wafer substrates
[33] and templated approaches have been used to make the CNTs grow preferentially
in certain areas [36]. Other ideas such as a gel-casting foam method for CNT growth
[37], a method on SiO2 [38], a variation of electric arc discharge [39] and a method
using modification with ion beams to obtain CNT alignment on the surface [40]
have been reported. Recent modifications to processes incorporate novel YAlFe perovskite catalysts [41] and an HiPCO disproportionation process [42].
Highly ordered arrays of carbon nanotubes, with densities as high as 1010 cm±2, have
been made using anodized aluminum nanopore templates [43] (see Fig. 10.5). Sen-

Fig. 10.5 (a) Schematic of fabrication process
and (b) SEM image of the resulting hexagonally
ordered array of CNTs on an anodized alumina
template with nanopores [43]
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sing electrodes for glucose oxidase redox activity have been made from these functionalized electrodes [44].
Of all the methods of preparation, it is becoming routine to produce carbon
nanotubes with a specific diameter within a narrow range and in the location of
interest defined on the micrometer or hundreds of nanometer size scale. There
are now several companies that sell, in addition to the CNTs themselves, CNT fabrication equipment [45] complete with recipes to produce CNTs. These unique
nanostructures can be incorporated into device structures. However, the challenge
remains to obtain the CNT performance desired, and this depends upon many
factors in addition to the CNT being present.
10.3.3

Nanotube Purification and Cleaning

The CNT purity and the substrate surrounding the CNTs are topics not often discussed in publications to date. The lack of control experimentation is disturbing
and often clouds the interpretation of results. How do we know we are measuring
the property of the nanotube or its impurities or the surroundings? We do not
know, and CNT synthesis is today a chemically impure process and also one that
leads to significant structural defects. This subject is important especially to the
understanding and construction of practical sensors.
Cleaning processes are beginning to be developed for CNTs. In general, cleaning processes can utilize high temperatures (a few hundred degrees Celsius) in
air to remove amorphous carbon since the CNT is stable to several hundred degrees. Cleaning can also use organic or mineral acid solvents with or without
chromatographic separation to remove organics and inorganic/ionic material.
However, the yield, level of purity, cost and uniformity of CNTs vary widely with
today's techniques. Costs of commercially available CNTs depend strongly on the
purity of the product.
Only a few publications have started to report the purity of the CNTs produced.
Purification by acid treatment, filtration, water wash and vacuum drying has been
reported to reduce the metal content to 3.5%. This procedure also reduces the porosity of the CNTs. High-temperature vacuum annealing [47] and HCl washing
[48] have been used to obtain similar reductions in metal content and the latter
procedure resulted in a 65% increase in the N2 adsorption BET surface area to
861 m2/g. It is clear that the washing changes the surface area available for interaction with gases and the nature of the available interface to substrate and fluids.
The total surface area for a single-walled carbon nanotube can be calculated assuming that all surface atoms are available, giving about 3000 m2/g [49]. Since no
reported areas are yet this large, we can assume that there are some parts of the
surface that are as yet blocked. The highest surface area that carbons can achieve
is *1000±1500 m2/g and the highest experimentally reported CNT area is
1587*m2/g [50], which was achieved by washing the HiPco prepared CNTs in solvent followed by acid washing and wet oxidation to lower the metal content to
< 1% while removing amorphous carbon.

10.4 Characterization of Carbon Nanotubes

10.4

Characterization of Carbon Nanotubes

The electrical and mechanical properties depend on the diameter and the chiral angle of the CNT. Techniques have been developed to measure these properties using
STM (scanning tunneling microscopy), STS (scanning tunneling spectroscopy),
AFM (atomic force microscopy), SEM (scanning electron microscopy) and TEM
(transmission electron microscopy). The first reported STM measurements on multi-wall CNTs show an atomically resolved pattern affected by the two outermost
layers of the tubes [51, 52]. In 1996, Lin et al. accurately determined the chiral angle
of a multi-walled nanotube [53]. The first STM measurements on SWCNT date from
1994 [54] and 4 years later the groups of Lieber and Dekker independently succeeded
in recording atomically resolved images of SWCNT [55, 56]. Images of SWCNT produced by the arc discharge method have been reported [57] and images of intramolecular nanotube junctions and the corresponding topological defects have also been
measured [58]. Even with excellent spatial resolution (better than 0.5 â), extracting
reliable information from experimental images is not an easy task because of distortions of the nanotube when current is flowing [3]. In order to obtain the best images
from STM, both low positive and negative bias images are needed [59].
STS measurements are performed by keeping the STM tip stationary above the
nanotube, switching off the feedback mechanism and recording the current I as a
function of the voltage V applied to the sample. The differential conductance, dI/
dV, of the measured current±voltage curve gives the density of states involved in
the tunneling conduction and measurements compare well with theoretical calculations, at least for biases below about 0.75 V [3]. From the density of states obtained from STM, the bandgap for a semiconducting CNT can be obtained, which
can be used to calculate the diameter. Thus the STS electrical measurement determines the diameter of semiconducting CNT. For metallic nanotubes, the width of
the metallic plateau in the density of states, defined as the energy between the
first van Hove singularities located on each side of the Fermi energy, is inversely
proportional to the tube diameter, as with the semiconducting CNT. When STS is
used with STM, it it possible to perform a determination of the nanotube structure [60, 61]. It is difficult to obtain good measurements of diameter without the
STS measurements because of tip-shape convolution effects in STM [62]. STM
and AFM have been combined to image SWCNTs [63].
Some of the vibrational modes in nanotubes can be excited with Raman spectroscopy. At the right frequency, phonons can be excited in SWCNT of specific diameter [64]. The position of the breathing modes shifts with the diameter, hence
the resonant frequency can be used to determine the CNT diameter [65]. Resonant Raman scattering has become a powerful tool to determine the distribution
of CNT diameters in bulk samples [66, 67]. Raman spectroscopy has also been
used to detect strain in SWCNTs [68]. Electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) has
provided noncontact methods for measurement of conductance of a CNT and
DNA molecules [69], the electric potential in CNT circuits [70, 71] and the ferroelectricity of CNTs [72].
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10.5

Electronic Devices Incorporating CNTs (Not Sensors)

Before a review of sensors, it is useful to discuss the structure and properties of
devices that have incorporated CNTs. These devices and the structures therein can
be used to implement sensor designs.
10.5.1

Carbon Nanotube Field-effect Transistors (CNTFETs)

The progress in terms of nanotube applications is extraordinarily rapid, as evidenced
by the appearance of publications of devices for FETs, nanologic and nanomemory
circuits, electron emitters, electromechanical actuators and chemical and biochemical sensors. The present status of the efforts to make CNTFET devices for use in
electronic circuits has been reviewed [73]. Other electronic and electromechanical
structures, including mechanical oscillators, have also been reviewed [74].
One of the first uses of a single CNT was as a conductive channel in a FET-type
structure that operates at room temperature [75]. Several years later, a room temperature FET was made that can detect the transfer of a single electron to the gate [76].
Kruger et al. [77] exposed the gate of a CNT FET to a drop of electrolyte, which
caused large shifts in the Fermi level and large resistance changes, with the conclusion that nanotubes are possibly the most sensitive FETs for environmental applications. These first devices had CNTs on the surface of silicon dioxide, with each end of
the CNT lying on top of a metallization pad. The gate dielectric was the silicon dioxide below the CNT, so the gate connection was made to the substrate. FET structures with both SWCNT and MWCNT were made and the MWCNT devices showed
no variation in conductivity with the gate voltage. Electron transport was diffusive
rather than ballistic [78]. Although having the CNT exposed to the ambient may
be a good sensor design, for a transistor this exposure leads to unstable behavior.
The situation is analogous to that of FET chemical sensors in which the open gate
provides both the sensitivity and the instability.
Recently, top-gated CNTFETs have been made by the deposition of an oxide and
metallization on top of the CNT [79]. The threshold voltage for the top-gated FETs
is about ±0.5 V, compared with ±12 V for the older bottom-gated devices. The topgated devices behave electrically much more like typical FET structures, with a drive
current that is about three to four times higher and a transconductance that is about
four times higher than that of state-of-the-art 15±50 nm long channel silicon or SOI
MOSFETs. The newer top-gated structures also have a 200-fold increase in the transconductance and significant improvements in the source and drain contacts to the
CNT. In the first devices the CNTs were just laid on the metal pads and the contact
resistances were > 100 kX. After annealing of Ti contacts deposited on top of the CNT,
the contact resistance is below *30 kX. The ability to make good contact is improving rapidly and may already have been achieved by the time this article is published!
The CNTFET devices as fabricated show behavior that is similar to that of a ptype silicon MOSFET device. It has been shown that this is due to the reversible

10.5 Electronic Devices Incorporating CNTs (Not Sensors)
Fig. 10.6 FET with carbon nanotube.
From P. Avouris website [5, 6]

exposure to oxygen during the fabrication [80]. It is possible to transform a p-type
CNTFET to an n-type CNT by annealing in vacuum and return to the p-type after
exposure to oxygen. To detemine if this behavior is due to a doping phenomena,
CNTFETs were doped with potassium, an electron donor, to make the devices ntype [81]. Although n-type devices were obtained, the CNTFET behavior with respect to threshold voltage and subthreshold current±voltage characteristics was
not the same as that observed with oxygen exposure. The present interpretation is
that the transport and switching behavior of CNTFETs is determined by Schottky
barriers present at the source and drain contacts where the metal and semiconducting carbon meet. Oxygen affects these contacts in a reversible manner, opening the door for the design of a chemically sensitive CNTFET. Support for this interpretation is provided by theoretical modeling and the temperature dependence
of the current. This oxygen sensitivity was actually used to make a CMOS-like inverter using an n-type CNTFET (vacuum annealed and covered with PMMA to
protect it from ambient oxygen) and a p-type CNTFET (vacuum annealed and not
covered with PMMA) [82] (see Fig. 10.6). We expect that much of the sensing behavior attributed to CNTs will later be found to be substrate and contact effects.
The fabrication of FET structures from carbon nanotubes is a challenging task,
recently reviewed [83]. One approach is to try to grow the CNTs where one wants
them to build a device and the other approach is to grow the CNT is the best way
and then assemble the CNT into devices. The newest tools for the latter approach
include multiple degrees of freedom nanorobotic manipulators with the capability
to position CNTs with nanometer resolution.
10.5.2

Field Emission Devices

The unique properties of CNTs include carrying high currents, high chemical stability, low emission threshold, high thermal conductivity and the ability to fabricate arrays of CNTs using templates all make CNTs attractive for use as field
emission devices in displays and related applications [84±86]. A theoretical
approach has also been published [87], together with the use of CNTs as luminescent elements [88]. CNTs have been used as cathodic field emission tips in the
generation of X-rays [89] and also in the generation of microwave power [90].
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10.5.3

Miscellaneous Devices and Applications of CNTs

In general, the Hamiltonian contains three parts: there are terms for the atomic
contribution, the electronic contribution and an electron±phonon interaction contribution. For the CNTs, the electron±phonon interaction term is particularly
large, suggesting the presence of strong electromechanical interactions. This manifests, for example, in the observed optically induced deformation [91]. Strong electromechanical interaction was shown in a experiment in which two sheets of billions of nanotube bundles were laminated into a double-layer film configuration
with two-sided Scotch tape [92]. When a DC potential was applied in aqueous
NaCl, the double layer deflected. The direction of deflection depended on the polarity of the voltage. The behavior is attributed to differential expansion due to
electrochemical double-layer charging. Cantilevered MWCNTs were deflected
using electrostatic potentials and could be excited into resonance [93]. A theoretical analysis of the data indicated that the induced charge was all at the tip of the
CNT. Ordered arrays of parallel CNTs have been used in the detection of IR radiation [94]. Carbon nanotubes have been used as very robust tips in atomic force microscopes, with and without chemical functionalization [95]. The high surface area
and chemical stability of CNTs have been exploited to store hydrogen [96 a]. Adsorption of CO2 has also been studied [96b] and found to involve physisorption on
the sidewalls of SWCNTs.

10.6

CNT Sensors for Chemical and Biochemical Applications
10.6.1

Sensor Properties, Designs and Structures

There are certain CNT properties that are particularly relevant to sensors, e.g. the
surface area, size and shape, electrical conductivity, chemical reactivity and optical
properties. However, clearly a chemical sensor will require a well-characterized
and stable CNT device structure in order to:
1. obtain a constant and predictable CNT surface and signal;
2. have a surface of high purity for reliable functionalization;
3. understand the effect of variables, e.g. temperature, pressure, relative humidity
(RH) and chemical contamination, on sensor response; and
4. design controlled surfaces for optimum response.
While fabrication and growth of the CNT are significant and necessary accomplishments, they are not sufficient for the successful design and construction of a sensor.
Sensors based on CNTs will require work on substrates, contacts, functionalization
chemistries at the interfaces with and without encapsulants, methods of measurement, annealing, stabilizing and packaging to house the sensing behavior. The
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CNT properties, purities and contacts are still variable. In many ways the situation is
reminiscent of the Schottky barrier devices of the late 1960s, where lack of purity and
high-performance vacuum systems was a major problem affecting the repeatable
performance of a device whose properties depended on reproducibility and cleanliness of an interfacial layer a few atoms thick. Today there are still considerable hurdles to the making of CNT sensors and even larger hurdles to their ultimate commercialization. Having said this, the near future for devices incorporating nanotubes is most promising for a variety of reasons including the promise of single-molecule sensitivity and the molecular engineering of responses with high selectivity
and extremely fast response time in the tiniest of packages with power consumption
orders of magnitude lower than current sensing devices.
Even though the CNT structures have been available for less than a decade, all
manner of sensors have been created and tested in one form or another. There is
sensor technology in the use of the CNTs as direct molecular probes, as platforms
for surface chemical layers and as electrodes in analytical measurements. At this
point it is best to examine several ways in which the CNTs are used in sensors to
make measurements.
There are a few successful batch fabrication or microfabricated structure designs
that have been used for chemical and biochemical sensing and variations are illustrated in Fig. 10.7. These sensor output depends on the conductivity of the device, which may include a CNT with a coating, for example. In practice, the CNTs
are grown on the surface in a CVD process at 900 8C. The structure may be fabricated in either of two ways: (1) deposit the CNTs first and then perform metallization
or (2) grow the nanotubes on surfaces with electrodes sufficiently refractory to withstand the CNT growth procedure. The CNTs can be individual or multiple SWCNTs
or networks that are contacted by electrodes of various geometry. There is a difference

Fig. 10.7 Structures for CNT chemical sensors. Grow CNTs, then perform metallization
(bottom) or place electrodes on the surface

and then deposit CNTs (top). CNTs can be
single or multiple tubes or CNT networks
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between multiple tubes, aligned or not aligned, each spanning the electrode gap and
the network nanotube structure of either uniform or variable CNTs that span the gap
between contacts. In the case of networks, the multiplicity of CNT±CNT contacts
across the electrode gap leads to different conduction character. All of these device
structures allow one to install a bottom gate and operate the sensor as a FET as well
as a simple chemiresistor. Other versions of the sensor structure with top gates or
side gates have also been envisioned and fabricated. Another process to make
CNT sensors is to use a single electrode or a multiple electrode structure, e.g. in a
lock and key configuration, and deposit CNTs from a suspension onto the surface
of the electrodes [96c]. Networks can be easily made in this manner and the added
advantage is that the CNTs can be presorted and washed for greater physical and
chemical purity (Fig. 10.8). Techniques for manipulation and alignment of CNTs
on surfaces and electrodes are an important area of study in sensor development.
10.6.2

Added Layers: Functionalization, Decoration, Adornment

The sensor is a multi-layered structure having a substrate, CNT and chemical sensitizing and encapsulating layers. At each layer there is an interface of variable complexity that is intimately connected to the observed sensor response. As indicated in
Fig. 10.8, CNTs can be functionalized with added layers to change their reactivity and
thereby achieve different performance characteristics as sensors. Functionalization
is a word used to describe adding or bonding something to the CNT in order to impart one or more important characteristics, i.e. a characteristic that improves the sensor function toward its intended application. From the point of view of the sensor,
reasons for functionalization include doping the CNT with states of a particular reactivity and/or coating the CNT to block unwanted reactivity. Coatings can reduce
RH dependence or passivation layers can improve stability over time or conditions
of use. From the point of view of the semiconductor CNT, functionalization includes
adding intrinsic or extrinsic dopants. Intrinsic would be those functionalizations included in the fabrication of the CNT itself, such as impurities or different atoms or
missing atoms in the semiconductor or carbon arrangements that alter the electronic states such as the five-membered rings involved in tube end closure or the pair of
five- and seven-membered ring defects.
Functionalization can also be described by the chemistry of attachment of the
layers. Tab. 10.3 illustrates a categorization of CNT sensor functionalization. The
general categories include metals and nonmetals and liquids and solids. Metals
such as Pd can make the CNT sensitive to molecular hydrogen and polymeric organic films can make the CNT sensitive to electron donor or acceptor molecules.
In general, any dielectric layer placed next to an SWCNT can alter its conductivity
in some manner. Indeed, then any molecule that alters the dielectric behavior of
the ad-layer that is immediately next to the CNT wall has a good chance of altering the observed CNT device electrical characteristics. Although many reports of
CNT sensor response are given, rarely is the part of the structure responsible for
the change given.
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Fig. 10.8 Examples of (top)
treated±purified multi-walled
CNTs and (bottom) treated±purified SWCNTs. From
www.sesres.com

Specific chemical functionalization of CNTs [97] can lead to reversible behavior
of the coatings [98] toward analytes or to permanently reacted layers of metal oxides [99]. Boron nitride nanotubes have also been functionalized [100] in an attempt to tailor the reactivity of the resulting CNT device. Noncovalent methods for
decoration of CNT layers for biosensors [101] have been surveyed and large sensor
arrays have been studied [102]. The array work leads to future versions of electronic noses and tongues for imaging in chemical and biochemical space [103]. Chemical bonding to CNTs results in specific atoms and molecules [104] decorating the
outerwall surface.
Methods for coatings must be suitable for the material, e.g. e-beam or thermal
evaporation can be used for many materials including insulators such as SiO2
[105] or metals. An interesting method of spontaneous metal deposition [106] has
been reported that appears to be a simple corrosion reaction of the surface Fe-metal impurities on the insulator and the more conductive CNTs that results in localized electrodeposition of the metal. Intrinsic doping with oxygen has been studied
from a theoretical perspective [107 a] and a survey of functionalization for SWCNT
focused on phthalocyanine [107 b] has been reported.
Nanotube±polymer systems have recently received much attention for solubilizing and for coating CNTs [108±111]. Polymers can bind noncovalently to CNTs
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Tab. 10.3 Functionalization of CNTs

Intrinsic doping
IMPURITY
Atom missing, 5±7 ring pairs, 5 ring closure, or
Any atom or atom pair in the wall that dopes the
Semiconductor
Extrinsic doping
BOND ENERGY
Weakest:
Van der Waals
p-Bonding, dipole±dipole interactions
Hydrogen bonding
Covalent bonding
Strongest:
Ionic bonding
MATERIALS
Metals, semimetals, semiconductors ± Pd, Pt, alloys, . . .
Metal oxides ± SnO2, ZnO2, . . .
Organic layers ± polymers: PEI, DNA, Teflon, Nafion, . . .
Composite layers or liquid layers ± Nafion/CNTs, electrolytes, . . .

[112] and yet dramatically alter the characteristics of nanotube FET devices [113].
PEI coatings were found to shift FET device characteristics from p- to n-type semiconducting CNTs and this was attributed to the electron-donating ability of amine
groups in the polymer [114]. However, covalently bound polymers have also been
studied [115] and in addition to polymers coated on CNTs, the CNTs have been
put on to the polymers [116].
10.6.3

Examples of CNT Sensors

The review could be divided into gas-, liquid- and solid-phase sensors or into
physical, chemical and biosensors. However, all manner of sensors have been attempted and so we will review examples that illustrate structure, materials and
methods employed for the various sensing and analytical applications.

10.6.3.1 Gases

After the fabrication of the first FET devices in 1998 [75], it was quickly discovered
that these bottom-gated structures were extremely sensitive to gases such as nitrogen oxides and ammonia [117]. The exposure history to oxygen [118] was very important and oxygen chemisorption was used to explain the p-type behavior of
these FET devices [119, 120]. These FETs were used in large sensor arrays [121]
and in biosensors [122±124]. Short vertically grown nanotubes or `nanoturf' sensors have been made on a surface that contained a Pt interdigitated electrode
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(IDE) and used for sensing NO2 [125] with cross-sensitivity to ammonia, ethanol
and humidity. The hystersis in the FET current±voltage curve behavior, consistent
with mobile ion effects [114], has been used for RH sensing [126] when the FET
is covered with a very thin Nafion film. A recent version of the FET uses a network of CNTs as the source to drain channel and is applied to trace detection of
nerve agents [127] and in this design the CNTs were functionalized with a selective polymer. CNTs were physically deposited from solution on Au IDEs and used
in a simple chemiresistor method to measure gases and vapors [128]. The CNTs
were purified prior to use and sensitivity to benzene was reported that is not typically reported for in situ grown CNTs. This CNT sensor in the chemiresistor format, where R/R0 is the sensor signal, also exhibited a linear response with analyte
concentration not seen from the CNT FET platform. Clearly the FET and chemiresistor approaches are using different CNT properties for the measurement.
The gas that is sensed by the CNT device depends not only upon the selection of
CNTs and the measurement method but also on the substrate and functionalizations
that are used. One of the earliest gases detected was hydrogen and the CNTFET was
activated with a Pd metal layer [129]; the Pd allows the formation of atomic hydrogen
that can alter the FET characteristics. The presence of molecular hydrogen does not
produce a signal. Low-level sub-ppm concentrations of NO2 have been detected [130]
with SWCNTs and also ammonia [131]; other environmental contaminants [132] and
gas-sensing applications [133] have used multi-walled CNTs [132].

10.6.3.2 Liquids

Electrocatalytic oxidation of the hormone NO [134] and the anodic oxidation of hydrazine [135] have been reported. The detection of liquids can be performed at
CNTs since they are basically fullerenes and stable in electrolytes over a wide
range of pH values. However, the electrodes are often fabricated as CNT powder
electrodes, as has been applied to the detection of cysteine [136], or as composites,
as has been applied to the detection of glucose [137]. One of the most important
types of sensing in liquids is for biological purposes and so it is only logical that
many of the examples of sensing in liquids are for biological materials. Other biodirected protein analyses with modified CNT electrodes include xanthine and uric
acid [138] and technology for enzyme modification of CNT electrodes has been reported [139]. A review of electrochemical sensing has appeared [140] and the direct detection of DNA hybridization has been reported [141]. Successful biosensing has been performed with Teflon composite electrodes [111]. The CNT electrodes in liquids have been used to detect phenomena such as Li+ ion intercalation
[142] and soluble nitrites [143]. One can even find carbon modified by CNTs [144]
which comprises a carbon on carbon electrode and there have been reports of novel CNTs and other nanomaterials for biosensing [145]. Finally, the use of the nanotube structure for a template [146] offers exciting possibilities to the device experimenter.
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10.6.3.3 Physical Sensors

There is, of course, the whole gamut of physical sensors for temperature, pressure [147, 148], stress, strain [149, 150], flow [151±153], position and viscosity and
other variables that has not been discussed. Electronic sensing and field emission
sensors [154] have likewise not been covered here. There is great excitement about
potential robotic applications and one can envision the potential for the combination of chemical, biochemical and physical sensing to produce artificial sensing
systems and human-like robots. However, these sensors and systems are beyond
the scope of this review, which has focused on the CNTs themselves, devices and
chemical and biochemical sensors.

10.7

Conclusion

We have discussed a variety of sensors utilizing CNTs and specifically SWCNTs.
Most of the sensors that have been discussed in the literature are based on changes
in electrical properties, although other sensing mechanisms are possible, such as the
shift in resonance of a CNT mechanical structure or variation in optical properties.
Scientists and engineers are just exploring many of the properties of CNTs and how
to use them to nanoengineer specific device properties. It is without doubt that new
sensing mechanisms and novel variations of old approaches will be explored in the
search to find out what sensor methods really fit the CNT technology. This exploration will take some time. Two decades ago we began the euphoric exploration of silicon-based microfabricated and micromachined sensors which were hailed as the
panacea for the then current sensor problems. In the last 20 years, some silicon sensors have had great success in the market place, such as accelerometers, pressure
sensors and blood gas analyzers, but most of the microfabricated silicon sensors described in the literature did not have the competitive advantages and performance
required for successful commercialization. A similar shakeout is expected with
CNT sensors. It is our hope that with a more fundamental understanding of CNTs
and the relationship between performance and molecular design that not just a few
great applications will be found by trial and error, but that numerous great applications will be consciously identified and developed successfully.
Sensors are `layered' devices and each layer influences the overall function. For
example, layers consist of the substrate, the CNT itself or the platform device,
which may be configured as a FET or chemiresistor, Schottky barrier, etc. that allow the changes in the layers to be detected. The layers that functionalize the
CNT control the reactivity and the species, such as the analyte or moisture, that
reach the CNT. The various layers are chosen specifically to obtain the required
sensor parameters of sensitivity, selectivity, response time and stability. Understanding and controlling the complex interactions that will make a practical CNT
sensor remain a topic of intense investigation and one of lively debate. Of course,
there is also the measurement circuit, which, it is hoped, will be able to correct
all of the shortcomings of the sensor and produce a measurement system that
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performs as needed. And if the circuit fails to correct the sensing behavior, there
are always smart algorithms. However, no circuit or software can make up for a
poor sensor and so it is always best to obtain the best sensor performance.
It is exciting that it is possible to utilize these new and unique nanomaterials in
practical applications such as sensors. It remains a proper question for the science
community whether the recent torrent of descriptive, anecdotal and theoretical publications about nanotubes amounts to understanding. It is odd somehow that so
much has been learned about this system but so little is understood about its basic
function and how to engineer this technology into sensors. The use of the CNT in
any truly practical system has been very limited to date and its use as a template
has not yet been explored. The sensor technology community is aware that control
of the electrical properties, the contacts and the placement on substrates are some of
the key factors in using these structures in sensor designs. The study of the unique
properties that result at the interfaces of these materials with substrates and added
layers is truly an additional exciting area that will have a profound impact on the
unfolding of this technology into sensors and allied applications.
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